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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present overview of our approach for clus-
tering tweets. Due to short text of tweets, traditional text
clustering mechanisms alone may not produce optimal re-
sults. We believe that there is an underlying theme/topic
present in majority of tweets which is evident in growing
usage of hashtag feature in the Twitter network. Cluster-
ing tweets based on these themes seems a more natural way
for grouping. We propose to use Wikipedia topic taxonomy
to discover the themes from the tweets and use the themes
along with traditional word based similarity metric for clus-
tering. We show some of our initial results to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Microblogging services like Twitter have become a very

important medium for the dissemination of ideas, news and
opinions as well as a platform for marketing, sales and public
relations. These services have also emerged as an important
source of real-time news updates for crisis situations, such
as the Mumbai terror attacks or Iran protests.

Clustering tweets is an extremely challenging task primar-
ily due to very short text and non conformance to grammat-
ical rules. We propose a novel clustering algorithm which
simultaneously takes into account the words which form the
tweets as well as the underlying theme which is present in
the tweets. First, each tweet is mapped to a set of wikipedia
topics. The distance between two tweets is computed by
graph distance on wikipedia topic graph. This metric helps
us to capture the closeness of topics or underlying theme
between the tweets. Next, the distance between the words
in tweets is computed. This helps us to take into account
the short forms, spelling mistakes (for same word) into ac-
count. A weighted combination of both metrics is used as
final distance metric for the clustering algorithm.
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2. RELATED WORK
One way to identify the topics in the tweets, is by extract-

ing the topic from its content which requires to use docu-
ment clustering techniques. To cluster tweets, most of the
literatures use clustering techniques based on bag-of-words
concept. In the paper [6], Ramage et al. characterize the
tweets using labeled LDA methods. Cataldi et al. [1] try
to identify emerging topics in the Twitter network based on
term frequency and users authority. The set of emerging
topics are found by creating topic graphs which links the
emerging terms with their relative co-occurrent terms. In a
similar study Mathioudakis et al. [4] identify the trending
topics using bursty keywords and their co-occurrences. In
[8] Weng et al. find the influential users in Twitter by taking
both topical similarity and link structure between the users.
For topic identification they use Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) which uses bag of words concept. Chen et al. [2]
study the problem of recommending tweets using different
approach, one of them is based on topic. For topic identi-
fication they use TFIDF technique which also used bag of
words. The measure issue in these studies which make clus-
tering based on bag of words is the Twitter data is sparse,
because the tweets are limited to only 140 characters and
are not structured. So it is better to use the concept of the
tweets rather than words.

One of the solution to this problem is to map each word
to a concept by leveraging the Wikipedia as a knowledge
based. Michelson el al. [5] leverage the Wikipedia as a
knowledge base to identify userś topical interest. The au-
thors map each word to a category of Wikipedia and called
as entity. Comparing to our work, we use clustering tech-
nique based on the graph distance of the whole tweets, not
on the tweets of a particular user. In a similar work, Genc
et al. [3] use Wikipedia based classification technique for
tweets categorization. The metric they use for classification
is semantic distance, i.e., the distance between their clos-
est Wikipedia pages. The primary difference between this
work with our work are, Genc et al. use each word to find
its Wikipedia pages, whereas we have an adaptive method
which starts from bigrams and gradually move to unigrams,
if needed. Moreover, we consider the word frequency also to
aid in clustering. Finally, we present results on large Tweets
dataset as compared to small set used by Genc et al.

3. METHODS
Due to short length of tweets (maximum 140 characters),

tweets don’t follow any structure. Therefore, standard doc-
ument clustering techniques based on distribution of words



fail to make proper clusters. In this work we propose to use
wikipedia as external knowledge base to cluster the tweets
and compute the cluster centers. These cluster centers act
as representation for the tweets in the cluster. The key steps
of our methods are:

3.1 Data Representation
We use Wikipedia taxonomy graph to map each tweet

into a set of Wikipedia nodes, where each node in Wikipedia
taxonomy graph represents a Wikipedia page and an edge
between two nodes i to j represents relationship between
two pages.

From each tweet, first we remove all the stop words us-
ing the list given in [7]. After removing the stop words, we
construct bi-grams(say. w1 and w2) and search if there is
any Wikipage assigned for the bigram. If such a page is
found then the two words are appended by the neighbors
of the corresponding node in the Wikipedia graph. Please
note this appending operation provides the context and hi-
erarchy to the tweets. For example, Roger Federer will be
appended by Tennis etc. If the bi-gram cannot be mapped
to the wikipage then we consider individual unigrams and
follow the same procedure. A sliding window protocol used
to compute bigrams. Therefore, a tweet with m words re-
quires maximum 2 ∗ (m − 1) number of comparison. In a
smaller dataset, we evaluated the performance of trigrams
and found that the tri-grams provide marginal improvement
in the quality while increasing the computational cost. We
explain this step using Figure 1.

1. RT @YouQuotedQuotes: Courage is resistance to fear, mastery 

of fear, not absence of fear. Mark Twain #Quotes

2. Might Weight-Loss Surgery Lead to Fractures? - Forbes -

#news http://tr.im/oaS9

1. national liberation movements anxiety emotion categories 

named after writers

2. medical specialist post transition metal chemical element

Raw Tweets

Remove Stopwords

1. RT @YouQuotedQuotes Courage resistance fear mastery fear 

absence fear Mark Twain Quotes

2. Might Weight-Loss Surgery Lead Fractures  Forbes news 

http://tr.im/oaS9

Tweets without stopwords

Consecutive words map to 

wikipedia graph

Tweets with wiki nodes

Figure 1: Tweets to Wikipedia nodes

Twitter allows maximum 140 characters in tweets. There-
fore, people generally use short words instead of actual words
to express their thoughts. For example the short words like
Twaffic for Twitter traffic, clk for click, chk for check etc are
used. If we search these words in the Wikipedia page we
may not be found any page, thereby we loose the informa-
tion of these words. But these words contribute significantly
towards the meaning of the tweets. Therefore, we also con-
sider occurrence of each words in the tweets. We represent
each tweet as a vector of their words frequencies.
Distance measure: Since we represent each tweet in
two ways: Wikipedia representation and words frequency
representation, we use two distance measures for clustering.

One is Wikipedia graph distance measure and cosine simi-
larity measure. The graph distance measure is used for the
Wikipedia representation of tweets and the cosine similar-
ity measure is used for the word frequency representation of
tweets.

Figure 2: Graph Distance
The graph distance between two tweets is defined as the

minimum distance between any two nodes between the tweets.
Figure 2 shows an example, how the graph distance is com-
puted. Let the black nodes represent the representative
nodes for tweet-1 and checkered nodes represent the rep-
resentative nodes for tweet-2. The graph distance between
tweets-1 and tweet-2 is the minimum distance between the
nodes of tweet-1 and nodes of tweet-2. The graph distance
measure is 1 in this example.
Cluster Efficiency: Clusters produced by a algorithm
are efficient, if the tweets present inside a cluster are related.
Since there are no tools available which can say whether two
tweets are related or not, we do an user study to compare
tweets among the clusters.

3.2 Mathematical Formulation
Let T = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tN} be the set of N tweets. We

represent each ti using Wikipedia representation as well as
words frequency representation. LetWI is the set of Wikipedia
pages where, |WI | = n1 and WO is the set of words where,
|WO| = n2.

SupposeM WIKI be the matrix which is used for Wikipedia
representation of tweets. The order of the matrix is N ×n1.
M WIKI is a Boolean sparse matrix and is defined as fol-
lows:

M WIKIi,j =















1 if (WIj is neighbor of any
Wikipage assigned to tweets
ti using bigram approach)

0 otherwise

In a similar way let M WORD be the corresponding matrix
for words frequency representation of tweets. The order of
M WORD is N × n2 and is defined as:

M WORDi,j =

{

Freq(WOj) if (WOj ∈ ti)
0 otherwise

The distance measure between two tweets ti and tj is defined
as:

dist(ti, tj) = α ∗Gdist(ti, tj) + β ∗Wdist(ti, tj)

where α and β are two adjustable parameter and α + β =
1. The value of the parameters make biased towards one
measure. In all our experimentation we have considered α



to be 0.75 and β to be 0.25. The values of α and β are
decided by making experimentation in small dataset. The
Gdist represents the Wikipedia graph distance and Wdist is
the cosine similarity value between ti and tj . Since theGdist

is the minimum distance between the wikipages assigned to
the tweets, it can be defined as,

Gdist(ti, tj) = minp minq

{

SPL(M WIKIi,p∗

WIp,M WIKIj,q ∗WIq)
}

Where SPL stands for Shortest Path Length. In Figure 2
the Gdist between the black nodes and checkered nodes is
1. The Wdist is defined as:

Wdist(ti, tj) =

∑k=n

k=1
M WORDi,k ∗M WORDj,k

√

∑

M WORD2
i,k ∗

√

∑

M WORD2
j,k

We use simple kmeans algorithm for clustering with above
explained distance metric. Each tweets is assigned to closest
cluster. For each cluster we generate the frequency of corre-
sponding wikinodes. Few top wikinodes or wikinodes with
frequency greater than a threshold (10% in our experiments)
is takes as the cluster center.

The overall algorithm to make cluster is given in Algorithm-
1

Input:

• K: Number of Cluster

• TIN×n1
, TON×n2

Output: Data point

Methods:

Randomly choose k points from 1 to N as the initial
cluster centers
repeat

Assign each data point (tweet) to the cluster
which the tweet is the most closest based on the
dist from the center of the cluster.
Update the Wikipedia mapping cluster center as
follows: Find the frequency of each Wikinode in
the tweets of that cluster and t hen use the
Wikinode in the cluster center if its frequency in
more than 10% of total tweets in that cluster
Update the word frequency cluster center as the
mean points of that cluster

until threshold is reach;

Algorithm 1: Clustering Algorithm

We compare our model by a well studied model for docu-
ment clustering called TFIDF (Term frequency and inverse
document frequency) and also with another model where
only Gdist is used as the distance measure, i.e., dist(ti, tj) =
Gdist(ti, tj). In TFIDF, each word WOi in tweet tj is as-
signed with a score TFIDF (WOi, tj , T ),

TFIDF (WOi, tj , T ) = TF (WOi, tj)∗

log
{ |T |

1+|{tj :WOi∈tj}|

}

where TF (WOi, tj) denotes the number of occurrences of
word wi in tweet tj .

4. RESULTS AND COMPARISON

4.1 Dataset Description
We use a part of the the tweets data set crawled by Yang

et al. [9]. The dataset contains three months tweets for
entire Twitter users from June, 2009 to August, 2009. The
dataset contains ≈ 200 millions tweets, out of which only
≈ 20 millions tweets are having hashtags, and in these 20
millions hashtagged tweets ≈ 1.6 millions unique hashtags
are used. For our experiments, we use 100, 000 tweets from
this dataset.

4.2 Experiments
To cluster 100, 000 tweets, we use algorithm as explained

in Section 3. Here we have taken the number of clusters, k,
as 1000. First we do a quantitative analysis of cluster by
looking at the clusters sizes. The distribution of number of
tweets in all the clusters are shown in Figure 3.

Comparing the results of our algorithm (WIKI-kmeans)
Figure 3(a) with TFIDF, Figure 3(b), we can see that num-
ber of tweets in every cluster in TFIDF-kmeans clustering
are clustered around 100, but that is not the case with WIKI-
kmeans clustering algorithm. In WIKI-kmeans clustering,
the graph is almost spread from 0 to 3000 along the y-axis,
i.e. the number of tweets. This indicates that, probably
the tweets are not properly clustered in TFIDF. Moreover,
there are more than 10 clusters in the graph of wiki-kmeans
clustering in which number of tweets are greater than 1000
but on the other hand graph from TFIDF-kmeans clustering
algorithm has only 5. From that, we can infer that WIKI-
kmeans clustering algorithm is able to cluster more tweets
in some clusters using the relation of wiki-distance than that
of TFIDF-kmeans clustering algorithm, where we are using
term frequency-inverse document frequency for comparison
between the tweets.

We also manually looked at the quality of some of the
clusters by building the word cloud of tweets for each cluster.
The resultant words cloud of one such cluster is shown in
Figure 4. We can see in Figure 4 that, all the thicker words

Figure 4: Word cloud of Tweets

(frequently occurred words) belong to some events/topics
related to sports, which signifies that tweets in this cluster
are semantically related. All the tweets related to sports
(team sports, individual sports etc.). The small errors in
the cluster are due to the sparseness and noisiness of some
tweets.

As we have observed that tweets in a cluster are seman-
tically related. It is interesting to looks their corresponding
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Figure 3: Distribution of Clusters points

Wikipages. This can be done by looking at the cluster cen-
ters of the Wikipedia representation of tweets. The cluster
center for each cluster is constructed as follows:

1. for each WIi ∈ WI , computer the frequency of WIi
in that cluster, i.e., how many tweets use WIi in its
representation.

2. Choose WIi as a node in the cluster center if it is used
by more than 10% of tweets.

That is the most commonly used Wikipages in the tweets
for a cluster, are considered for constructing the center. The
cluster center for the cluster, whose tweets cloud (Figure 4)
is shown above, is given below:

Former Olympic sports, Outdoor recreation, Ball
games, Team sports, Olympic sports, Precision sports,
Individual sports.

The cluster centers of WIKI-kmeans are very closely re-
lated to the semantic of the tweets assigned to that cluster.
This we think is one of the important benefit of our algo-
rithm. We can use only the cluster center to give a broad
topics to the tweets assigned to that cluster. Each node in
the cluster center can be used to give a first level topic to
the tweets which use that node in their representation. To
refine their topic one could think to apply multi-level clus-
tering. For example tweets under Team sport can be passed
though a clustering technique to assign topics like Football,

Cricket, Hockey, etc..

4.3 Validation
We compare our algorithm which is based on two ideas:

frequencies of words and Wikipedia mapping with a well
known algorithm TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Docu-
ment Frequency) for document clustering. TFIDF is based
on word frequency. Validation we mean, cluster validation,
i.e., whether the tweets in a cluster are related or not. Since
there is no training dataset available for the tweets, it is
very difficult to valid the clustering algorithm. Therefore,
we have decided to conduct an user-study to validate the
clusters.

We conducted a user study on the results we got from
both the clustering algorithms to get an unbiased result on
the quality of the cluster. For conducting a user study (sur-
vey), we set up two web pages: one for the TFIDF-kmeans

clustering algorithm and other one for the WIKI-kmeans
clustering algorithm, in such a way that in each web page,
there are six pairs of tweets. In each pair, there are two
tweets and the pairs are made in such a way that tweets
from the first three pairs belong from the same cluster and
tweets from the next three pairs belong from the different
cluster. In that survey, we ask from the user that whether
the two tweets from each pair are related or not. If user feels
that the tweets in the pair are related, then, he can answer
“Yes”, if not, then, he can answer “No” or else, he can also
answer “Maybe” if he is not sure whether tweets in the pair
are related or not. We recorded the answers filled by the
users in the database to calculate the F-score of the clus-
tering algorithm. To calculate F-score, we use the following
formula:

F -score = 2 ∗
Precision ∗ Recall

P recision+Recall

So, to calculate F-score, we need to calculate Precision and
Recall, and to calculate Precision and Recall we need to
know the following 4 parameters:

• True Positive Results (tp): Tweets in a pair are related
and from same cluster

• True Negative Results (tn): Tweets in a pair are un-
related and from different cluster

• False Positive Results (fp): Tweets in a pair are unre-
lated and from same cluster

• False Negative results (fn): Tweets in a pair are unre-
lated and from same cluster

By looking into the database of the survey we have con-
ducted, we can easily find tp, tn, fp and fn, and using them,
we can calculate Precision and Recall using the following
formulas:

Precision =
tp

tp+ fp

Recall =
tp

tp+ fn

We find that F-score of the TFIDF-kmeans clustering algo-
rithm is 0.438, whereas F-score of WIKI-kmeans clustering
algorithm is 0.523, which proved that clustering performed
by our clustering algorithm, that is, WIKI-kmeans clustering
algorithm is better than that of TFIDF-kmeans clustering
algorithm.



5. CONCLUSIONS
To cluster the unstructured and sparse documents, tweets,

we proposed a clustering technique which is based on words
frequencies and Wikipedia mapping of the tweets. We have
found that our proposed algorithm outperform the algorithm
which is only based on words frequencies.

We found that the cluster center for each cluster gives
a semantic meaning to that cluster. The events/topics in-
volved in all the tweets for a particular cluster intuitively
represent the same events that of center. Therefore, these
cluster centers can be used to give broad category to the
tweets in that cluster.

Currently, we are working multi-label clustering in stead
of single label. The first label cluster centers can be used
as the first level topics and so on, which helps to refine the
topics quality.
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